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This is a Lotus 1-2-3 version 4.0 for Windows spreadsheet for calculating 
financial statements for agriculture. It includes a beginning of year (end of last year) 
balance sheet, end of year (end of this year) balance sheet, income statement, statement of 
owner equity, statement of cash flows and ratio analysis. The program is designed to 
allow single entry of data, it automatically does the transposition of data from one 
statement to the next and does nearly all the calculations. Deferred taxes are 
automatically calculated and cash and equity reconciliation are conducted automatically 
through calculation of the Statement of Cash Flows and Statement of Owner Equity. 
These statements are designed to be consistent with the recommendations of the 
Farm Financial Standards Council (FFSC). Thus, the statements include deferred taxes, 
base values for raised breeding livestock, the "sweet sixteen" financial ratios and the 
other characteristics embedded in the FFSC guidelines.2 
The statements are intended for use with any type of farm business. Space is 
allowed for nonfarm assets and income because they are often important to lenders and 
others using the statements. However, the farm business part of the statement is separate 
from the nonfarm section so that nonfarm assets can be ignored if desired. Each of the 
four basic financial statements is presented on one page with detailed information on 
supporting schedules. Thus, the summary financial performance and position of a 
business can be found on five sheets of paper (including two balance sheets). 
-
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2 
Professor of Agricultural Finance, Department of Agricultural, Resource and Managerial Economics, 
Cornell University. The author has been a member and director of the Farm Financial Standards Council 
since its inception. 
Financial Guidelines for Agricultural Producers, Recommendations of the Farm Financial Standards 
Council (Revised), July 1995 or the 1997 revision to be published soon. 
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Basic Menu Structure 
The program is menu driven. The main menu can be reached using Ctrl M (hold 
down control and press M). Main menu items are: 
Beginning 
End 
Income 
Takes you to the beginning of year balance sheet and its schedules. 
Takes you to the end of year balance sheet and its schedules. 
Takes you to the income statement and its schedules. 
Owner Takes you to the statement of owner equity. 
Cash Takes you to the statement of cash flows and its schedules. 
Ratios Takes you to the ratio analysis page 
Print Allows you to print individual statements or all of the statements. 
Change Allows you to: 
(l) move the end of year data to the beginning of year position (to 
conduct an analysis of the following year) 
(2) Clear the input data from all statements except the beginning of 
year balance sheet (to enter following year data). 
(3) Clear data from all statements (to start a new farm business). 
(4) Change the font on all of the input and calculated data to Script 
(to simulate hand writing on the form) or Airal (input data like 
the form). 
The complete menu structure is shown on page three. Notice that the Change 
operations that involve erasing or moving input data, that could involve considerable 
work to replace if inadvertently eliminated, use a no/yes second step confirmation that the 
operation is to be conducted. Also, the default selection is "no" so that pressing the enter 
button too many times will not result in accidentally erasing data. 
-
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The spreadsheet layout is shown below. The entry in the top box indicates the cell 
address of the upper left hand cell of the statement described in the box below it. That is, 
the beginning of year balance sheet is located at cell al. 
Statement 
of Statement Diag-
Owner of nos-
Beginning of year balance sheet-----m - m --------­ Income statement _Equity Cash Flows Ratios tics 
al nl ul acl akl awl bil btl cfl cql del dol dzl ejl etl 
beg 
B.S. 
note B1 -
B3 
B4 ­
B6 
B7 ­
B8 
B9 B10 IS Il­
14 
lS -
19 
OE Cash 
Flow 
Cl­
C3 
ratio Diag 
nos 
tics 
E d of year b I hn a ance s eet ----------------------------­
a80 n80 u80 ac80 ak80 aw80 bi80 
end note Bl ­ B4­ B7 ­ B9 BIO 
B.S. B3 B6 B8 
Case Farm 
To illustrate the forms used, financial statements for a case farm are presented at 
the end of this publication. The farm is owned by Ives and Elvira DeChaunac and the 
primary enterprise is grapes. A small beef herd is also maintained. The grapes are 
marketed through a juice cooperative so that receipts for any year's crop are received over 
the following three years and part is in the form of revolving certificates. 
Data Entry 
The balance sheets assume end of year values are entered. That is, for any 
calendar year's calculations, the beginning of year balance sheet will be as of December 
31 of the prior year. 
Entry of data is accomplished by going to the various sections of the statements 
and entering data in the appropriate locations. Each page of forms can be reached by 
appropriate selection using the menu. The menu drops you at the top left comer of the 
selected statement or page of schedules. 
Enter data only in unprotected cells. These cells will usually appear in blue or, at 
least, some color other than black. Protected cells contain equations for calculation of 
data or transfer of data from another section of the schedules and statements. 
-
Unprotecting a cell and entering data will wipe out the equation for all future uses of the 
program. The fact that unprotected cells are in color makes it easier to check to see if all 
required data have been entered. 
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It is recommended that the schedules for each statement be completed before the 
statement itself. The program assumes that the schedules will be used. Data from the 
schedules are automatically summarized and transferred to the statements. For example, 
a person who wants to enter the total machinery inventory as two values, total market 
value and total cost (tax basis) value, must enter these items on schedule B2. An entry 
similar to that found for "all remaining machinery" for the example farm could be used 
for all machinery. 
Completion of statements in the following order makes the data transferred from 
prior statements easier to understand and allows checking data for consistency as the 
entry process proceeds: (I) beginning of year balance sheet, (2) end of year balance sheet, 
(3) income statement, (4) statement of owner equity, (5) statement of cash flows, and (6) 
ratio analysis. In completing each statement, complete the schedules first and then 
complete the statement itself. 
Balance sheets 
The balance sheet is what is often referred to as a "two column" balance sheet. It 
contains both a market value and cost value assessment of the financial position of the 
business. For the market value columns all values are entered at their market value minus 
any selling costs required to dispose of the assets. This balance sheet should be familiar 
to most people who work with agriculture, except that this statement does include 
deferred taxes, as recommended by the FFSC3. 
The cost value balance sheet is generally consistent with GAAP (Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles) procedures, except that raised breeding livestock are 
listed at base value. Capital assets are listed at their original cost less depreciation, i.e. 
their remaining tax basis. Current asset inventory items are listed at their market value 
unless they also have an original-cost-Iess-depreciation value. The market value and cost 
value of liabilities are usually the same, except that the cost value of liabilities does not 
include deferred taxes. Thus, a separate cost value column is not included except for the 
summary values. 
For these balance sheets, it is assumed that only a few current assets will have 
a cost basis that is different from the market value. Both cost and market values of 
marketable stocks are entered on schedule B6. Space is provided to enter both cost and 
market values for hedging accounts. Some purchased livestock that are purchased to be 
sold will have three values: (1) the market value, (2) the cost value, which is equal to the 
market value, and (3) the tax basis. The tax basis is entered at the bottom of the value 
column. This will normally involve beef cattle purchased in one year to be sold in the 
next, for which the cost cannot be deducted for tax purposes until the year the animals are 
sold. For the case farm, a group of steers was purchased in 1995 for $6,000, to be fed to ­
3	 For definitions of terms, see the glossary found in the 1997 revision of Financial Guidelines for 
Agricultural Producers, Recommendations of the Farm Financial Standards Council to be published in 
late 1997 or early 1998. 
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slaughter weights and sold in 1996. The cost is entered as the "tax basis" and not 
included in the expenses for 1995. It is used as the tax basis for these animals in 
calculating deferred taxes. 
In order for the statement of cash flows schedule C3 to accurately list and 
calculate the operating loan principal repaid, the individual loans entered as "notes 
payable" below the accounts payable section of the liabilities must be entered on the same 
line in both the beginning and end of year balance sheets. That is a loan entered on the 
first line of the notes payable on the beginning of year balance sheet should be entered on 
the same line on the end of year balance sheet. If a loan is paid off during the year, leave 
that line (the line that loan was entered on the beginning of year balance sheet) blank on 
the end of year balance sheet. A loan, such as an operating note, can be paid off and then 
reborrowed and still be entered on the same line of both balance sheets. This was the 
case for both the feeder cattle loan and bank operating line for the case farm. 
Notes to the balance sheet should include any information about the business 
that would be important in understanding the financial position of the business that is not 
included elsewhere in the balance sheet. Items suggested to be included are the basis of 
accounting, the nature of the operation, operating leases and life insurance data4. For 
these statements, the basis of accounting could be handled with a statement such as 
"These financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Farm Financial 
Standards Council guidelines. Both market value and cost value evaluations of financial 
position are included and net income is calculated on an accrual adjusted basis." 
The nature of the operation refers to such things as number of acres farmed, 
types of crops or livestock produced, number of head of livestock raised, produced, 
milked, etc., form of business organization, and any nonfarm business activities. 
Schedules Bl - B3 are used for listing the major farm assets. The degree of 
aggregation on the entries is up to the user. For example, all machinery could be entered 
on one line, or major items or groups of items could be listed separately. 
Purchased breeding livestock are separated from raised breeding livestock 
(schedule Bl). To allow separation of the change in raised breeding livestock inventory 
into that due to change in quantity from that due to change in price, the program places 
some restrictions on entry of raised breeding livestock description categories. Raised 
breeding livestock must have the same type of livestock description categories, and in the 
same order, in both the beginning and end of year balance sheet. Enter the complete list 
of livestock types on the beginning of year inventory. If there are no animals of a type in 
beginning of year inventory, leave the number of animals of that type blank or make it 
zero. The description categories will be automatically entered on the end of year balance 
­sheet. Enter livestock numbers in the same manner for the end of year inventory. This 
procedure allows the program to automatically separate change in inventory into two 
4	 For a discussion of this issue, see the Disclosure by Notes section of the 1997 Guidelines for Agricultural 
Producers. 
parts, (1) that due to quantity and (2) that due to price, for correct inclusion on the income 
statement. 
For example, assume the case farm had no heifers in the beginning of year 
inventory. Heifers should still be entered in the beginning of year balance sheet with the 
number of animals set at zero or left blank. Then heifers will automatically be entered on 
schedule B 1 for the end of year and the appropriate numbers can be included. If no base 
value is entered in the beginning of year schedule, the end of year value will be used on 
schedule 12 of the income statement. 
A base value approximates the full cost of raising a breeding animal to its current 
stage in the life cycle. For example, the base value for bred heifers should be the 
approximate cost of raising an animal to the average age of the bred heifers. 
Although the listing of real estate on schedule B3 can be as aggregated as desired, 
the owner occupied residences must be listed separately. Two lines are available for 
owner occupied residences. All owner occupied residences can be listed on one line, but 
the market value and cost value (tax basis) of such residences must be listed separately 
from the rest of the farm assets. This is required for the deferred tax calculations to be 
accurate, because owner residences with a gain of less than $500,000 are not taxed. 
Schedules B4 - B6 contain a mixture of farm and nonfarm assets. The nonfarm 
assets can be excluded if desired. Marketable securities owned by the farm business can 
be separate from those that are personal assets. The cost value of the case farm revolving 
certificates is the amount specified as income to the farmer at the time they were issued. 
The market value is the amount for which they could be sold or the present value 
calculated by discounting at the firms opportunity cost of capital. 
Schedules B7 -B8 provide for input of nonfarm real estate and farm capital leases. 
Capital leases are valued at the present value of the remaining payments discounted at the 
implicit interest rate on the lease or the incremental borrowing rate for the farm. Lease 
payments are handled like loan payments. 
Schedule B9 divides loans into notes, which are generally intermediate term 
loans, and mortgages and contracts, which are generally long term loans. In order for the 
statement of cash flows schedule C3 to accurately list and calculate the principal repaid, 
the individual loans entered on schedule B9 must be entered on the same line in both the 
beginning and end of year balance sheets. That is a loan entered on the first line of the 
notes on the beginning of year balance sheet should be entered on the same line on the 
end of year balance sheet. If a loan is paid off during the year, leave that line (the line 
that loan was entered on the beginning of year balance sheet) blank on the end of year 
-
balance sheet. There are line numbers at the left of schedule 9 that can be used to insure 
that a line is used for only one loan on both balance sheets. A loan, such as an operating 
line of credit, can be paid off and then reborrowed and still be ent~red on the same line of 
both balance sheets. 
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Schedule BIO provides for calculation of deferred taxes. For most farm 
situations, this calculation will be automatic and will require no input on the form. 
However, data can be entered on lines 3, 8, 15 and 36 to accurately handle the taxation of 
other assets or liabilities. 
The tax rates used can be modified by using line 45 below schedule 10. Enter 0 
here if deferred taxes are to be set to zero. Enter 1 for a high tax state. The rates used 
when 1 is entered come from New York State tax law. Enter a 2 if only Federal taxes are 
to be used. If desired, other tax rates, i.e. between Federal only and Federal plus New 
York State, can be entered in the table below schedule lOon the beginning of year 
balance sheet. 
A number of assumptions are used in calculating the deferred taxes. These 
assumptions include: 
1.	 All gain on purchased breeding livestock is ordinary gain. This 
basically assumes that the animals are sold for an amount equal to, or 
less than, their purchase price. Capital gain would normally occur only 
when the animals were purchased at a very young age and for a few 
registered animals. For most working livestock farms, purchased 
animals that are sold will generate income less than their purchase 
price. All raised breeding livestock sales are assumed to result in 
capital gain. 
2.	 Sale of all machinery would result in ordinary gain. Capital gain would 
occur only if a machine is sold for more than its purchase price, an 
unusual occurrence. 
3. All real estate sales result in capital gain. Any gain on single purpose 
livestock structures and many other buildings would be ordinary gain to 
the extent of depreciation. However, such structures frequently do not 
result in any gain. Many buildings have a market value less than the 
remaining depreciation. Others will be assigned values that are below 
their true market value because the gain will be capital gain if assigned 
to the land part of the real estate. Establishing an appropriate market 
value for the various parts of real estate is difficult. With that difficulty, 
and the modest contributory value of most buildings, assigning a value 
that results in little taxable gain on buildings can often be justified. 
4. Typical average deductions and exemptions are incorporated in the 
average tax rates. The tax rates used can be observed on the 
spreadsheet below schedule B 10. 
5. Any nonfarm assets and liabilities that are listed on the balance sheet	 ­
are included in the tax calculations. This means that average tax rates 
may be higher for farm assets when nonfarm assets are listed. 
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Income Statement 
The income statement calculates an adjusted accrual net income for the farm on a 
before and after tax basis. It also incorporates nonfarm income to obtain an after tax net 
income. Change in inventory items are calculated automatically from the balance sheet 
data for the beginning of the year (end of prior year) and end of year. The change in 
inventory values can be reviewed for reasonableness, which is a check on the data input 
in the balance sheets, as data are entered in the income statements. 
Schedule 11 data are all calculated from the balance sheet data. Schedule 12 is 
also calculated automatically as long as the raised livestock inventory data are entered as 
described for schedule B 1. That is, the same descriptive categories for raised breeding 
livestock are used on both the beginning and end of year balance sheets. 
Schedule 14 is designed for cash data, which are often taken from I040F tax 
forms. Accrual adjustments are made from inventory values. 
Schedule 15 is calculated automatically from balance sheet data. In entering 
interest expense data on schedule 16, be sure to include that portion of the lease payments 
that represent interest. See schedule B8 for information on the principal portion. 
Place the sale of purchased breeding livestock on Schedule 17. The sale of raised 
breeding livestock is placed on lines 2a and 2b of the income statement. 
Schedule 19 includes both farm and nonfarm income tax data. If nonfarm income 
are not included on the income statement, the nonfarm tax section can be ignored. If both 
farm and nonfarm income data are included, divide the total tax paid between farm and 
nonfarm according to the level of net income received from these two sources, or use any 
other dividing mechanism that is appropriate. 
Statement of Owner Equity 
The statement of owner equity reconciles the beginning and ending farm equity 
values. It also shows the amount of change in equity that is generated from the three 
possible sources: (1) retained earnings from business operation, (2) changes in 
contributed capital, and (3) changes in the value of assets owned by the business 
(valuation equity). All values for this statement are taken from other statements except: 
1.	 Owner withdrawals. Enter the amount withdrawn from the business for 
family living expenses and nonfarm taxes. Only include an amount up 
to the estimated value of labor and management of the operators and 
-
unpaid family members. Any amount withdrawn from the business in 
excess of this should be included as a withdrawal of capital down under 
Other Distributions. 
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2.	 Capital contributions, gifts, inheritances received. 
3.	 Capital distributions, dividends and gifts made from the business. 
4.	 Other distributions including withdrawals in excess of the value of 
operator and family labor and management. 
The calculated "Error" is the amount by which the equity of the business does not 
reconcile. If this number is large, it implies that some of the entered data are incorrect. 
One rule of thumb sometimes used is that this error should not be more than one percent 
of total gross receipts. 
Statement of Cash Flows 
The statement of cash flows provides a reconciliation of the cash used in the 
business during the year and provides a summary of the cash flows from operating 
activities, investment and financing. All of the data for this statement come from other 
statements and schedules except: 
1. Cash nonfarm income. This will be the same as nonfarm income on the 
income statement (line e, sum of lines 15 - 18) unless some of the 
nonfarm income is not in the form of cash. 
2.	 Cash received on sale of stock sold for breeding. This will be the sum 
of the raised animals sold for breeding found on line 2b of the income 
statement and that part of the sale of purchased animals listed on 
schedule 17 that represents the sale of livestock for breeding purposes. 
The rest of the purchased animal sales, that represent culled animals, is 
included on schedule Cl. 
3.	 Cash paid to purchase breeding stock. Do not include feeder livestock 
purchases on this line. 
4.	 Cash paid to purchase machinery/equipment. 
5.	 Cash paid to purchase real estate. 
6.	 Cash paid to buy bonds and securities 
7. Principal payments on lease obligations. Capital lease payments are 
treated like loan payments. The leases are listed on schedule B8. The 
interest portion of the payments is included on schedule 16. The ­
principal portion is included here. ,. 
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The Error line indicates the degree of inconsistency in the cash flows for the 
business. If all entries are consistent, the Error listed on this statement will exactly equal 
the Error listed on the Statement of Owner Equity. If this number is large, it implies that 
some of the entered data are incorrect. One rule of thumb sometimes used is that this 
error should not be more than one percent of total gross receipts. 
Schedule Cl is used to summarize the cash received from production and 
government payments. All the data come from other statements except: 
1.	 Cash received from the sale of culled breeding livestock. This will be 
the sum of the raised animals that have been culled from income 
statement line 2a and that part of the purchased animal sales listed on 
schedule 17 that represent the sale of culled animals. That part of the 
sales listed on schedule 17 that represents sale of animals for breeding 
should be included on the cash flow statement under cash received for 
the sale of stock sold for breeding. 
2. Net cash from hedging. This includes the amount received from the 
hedging transactions listed on schedule 13 that was obtained in the form 
of cash. 
3. Other cash payments received. This will normally equal the amount 
shown on line 9 of the income statement unless part of that income is 
not received in the form of cash. 
Schedule C2 is automatically completed from data previously entered. 
Schedule C3 is also completed from schedule B9 (if loans are properly listed the 
B9 schedules) of the balance sheets except for the column on new loan proceeds. Enter 
the loan proceeds received on new loans and refinancing of existing loans. If the loan 
listed on the end of year balance sheet schedule B9 is different from the loan listed on the 
same line on the beginning of year schedule B9, schedule C3 will take the loan 
description and beginning balance from the beginning of year schedule B9 and will take 
the end of year balance from the end of year schedule B9. In this case, the data 
transferred to schedule C3 will appear to be incorrect and/or inconsistent. If the data look 
incorrect, check the B9 schedules first. 
-
.. 
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Ratio Analysis 
The ratio analysis fonn lists the "sweet 16" financial ratios as defined by the 
FFSC. The fonn is completed from data entered on other fonns except for the following 
entries: 
1.	 Assumed value of operator and family labor an management. Enter the 
opportunity cost of the operator and family's labor and management. 
This is the income that could be earned by the operators of the business 
in their next best off-this-fann alternative. 
2.	 Operating interest. Enter the amount of the total interest expense 
shown on schedule 16 that represents interest on operating capital rather 
than interest on tenn debt. Although the interest paid on tenn 
(noncurrent) debt represents funds that were available for tenn debt 
payments, interest on operating capital is an ongoing expense that must 
be made in addition to the payments required for tenn debt service. 
3.	 Scheduled noncurrent debt and lease payments (beginning of year). 
This can be calculated from the data on schedules B8 and B9 of the 
beginning of year balance sheet and knowledge of the number of 
payments scheduled for the coming year. 
4. Scheduled noncurrent debt and lease payments (end of year). This can 
be calculated from the data on schedules B8 and B9 of the end of year 
balance sheet and knowledge of the number of payments scheduled for 
the coming year. 
If scheduled noncurrent debt and lease payments are not entered, the coverage 
ratio will list ERR, indicating an error. This results because the denominator of the ratio 
(debt payments) is zero. It will also list the repayment margin as being equal to the 
repayment capacity. This will, of course, be in error unless the scheduled noncurrent 
(tenn) debt payments are actually zero. 
Limited diagnostics appear to the right of the Ratio Analysis schedule. The first 
set of diagnostics check the consistency of data input on capital assets, namely, 
machinery, purchased livestock, real estate and securities. For each of these asset 
categories, the beginning of year cost value, plus purchases, minus sales, minus 
depreciation, should equal end of year book value. If they do not, an error has been made 
in entry. 
-The second set of diagnostics checks the consistency of livestock sale entries. 
'" That is, it checks the division of the sale of purchased livestock between animals that are 
culled and animals sold for breeding to be sure that the entries onthe income statement 
and cash flow statement are consistent. 
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Printing Statements 
The print menu allows printing any of the individual statements, including 
schedules, or printing all statements. Some statements and groups of schedules are longer 
than a normal page if printed at full size (statements and schedules are generally designed 
so that the entire width of the statement can be seen on normal screens for ease of entry of 
data and schedules are grouped to keep the number of pages to a reasonable minimum.) 
However, each statement or collection of schedules is printed on a single page. Thus, for 
some pages, the right side of the page is not used. 
Using CHANGE Routines 
The Change menu allows manipulation of data to make preparation of statements 
easier, less error prone and easier to read. The alternatives are: 
1.	 Clear, End. This clears all the entered data from all statements except the beginning of 
year balance sheet. That is, it clears the data from the end of year balance sheet, 
income statement, statement of owner equity, statement of cash flows and ratio 
analysis. This would normally be used after Transfer has been used to move end of 
year data to the beginning of year position in the spreadsheet. It is used to insure that 
no data from the prior year can contaminate the data being entered for the new year. 
2.	 Clear, All. This clears all the entered data from all the statements. This would 
normally be used when the program is being prepared to construct financial 
statements for a new farm business. Since all the data are erased or set to zero, no old 
data from a prior farm can contaminate data entered for the new situation. 
3.	 Script. This changes all of the data in the statements to Brush Script font. This can be 
used to make it appear as if the data for the statement were written on the forms. It 
clearly separates the data from the form. 
4.	 Arial. This changes all the data in the statements to Arial font, the same font used in 
the forms. 
5.	 Transfer. This moves the data in the end of year balance sheet to the beginning of year 
position. This procedure would normally be used when the data for a year, say 1997, 
are in the spreadsheet and the user wants to enter data for the next year, say 1998 for 
the same farm. Use of transfer allows entering next year's data without requiring 
reentry of last years end of year balance sheet as next year's beginning of year balance 
sheet. 
-
,­
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Availability and Warranties 
This program was developed by, programmed by and available from 
Eddy L. LaDue 
357 Warren Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
No warranties, guarantees or service are provided. However, the author would appreciate 
receiving information on any errors observed in the program or suggestions for 
improvement. 
Example Set of Financial Statements 
The following pages contain a complete set of financial statements for the case 
farm. 
-

--
15Balance Sheet· End of Last Year (Beginning Balance) 
Nane 'JIIU" ~'D~ as of 12/31/95 
Address 1234~e.-:&d. e--.1I-1I*9S765-e21 
Assets Cost Value M8I'ket Value Liabilities Market Value 
Cash, checking & savings acets. 6000 Accounts payable: 
M8I'ketable stock, bonds (86) 
6000 
0 o Labor o Feed 0 
Hedging account equity 0 o Repair lZOO Fert. 2()()0 
Accounts receivable 625()() 625()() 0 0 
Uvestock & poultry to be sold: Chem. 3ZOO Fuel 1200 7600 
no. ave.1t $Iunit Value Notes payable within 12 mo Kind 
f.190600 0.65 119,..-, e,.. !:I-' I-fe'u 9/15.9.5% 6000ie/-f114 Z! 
3()()()() 
ieju«M 
510 0.6520 7.540 119,..-, e,.. !:I-' ~ 1/1.9.5%'P. /-fII4 
1075 0.6 1.9353 0 
0 Principal portion of longer 
0 17665 term debt due within 12 mo. 
Tax basis 
17665 
Noncurrent debts: notes 6000 13136 
(sch. B9) mortgagesCrops 8I'ld feed: 3149 
Unit $IUnit Value Capita/leases (sch.88) Item Quant. 2010 
IS(} Estimated accrued Interest on: 1350090tau~ 
Accts 2t1 Not~ 1354750025KiO tau8-Mt. 
Noncurrent liab(B9) 15'920 
Capital leases (88) 1010 3071 
0 Estimated accrued taxes: 
21()()() Z!()()() Real estate & property tax 0 0 
Employer payroll withhold 0 
Accrued rent & lease pmts. Cash invest. in growing crops: 100 
Acres $IUnit Value Advance gov't receipts Crop 0 
Other35 45 1575 0 
0 
~ 
Deferred taxes (current 
Supplies (sch. 84) 
1575 1575 
9()()()9()()() portion • Sch. B10) 36361 
Accrued farm income & S.S tax Prepaid expense 744 744 150 
o Total Current Cost Value 
Total Current Farm Assets 
Other 0 
Farm Liabilities 111414 66693111414 103061 
Noncurrent F8I'm Uabilities 
Notes and accounts receivable 
Noncurrent Farm Assets 
o (Principal due beyond 12 mo.) 
Breeding stock: purchased 
0 
52f)() Notes payable (Sch. B9) 4520 42770 
3f100raised 405tJO 0 
Mortgages & Contracts (Sch. B9) Machinery (sch. B2) e335 91ZOO 5'9125 
Uvestock leases (sch. B9) 0 0 0 
Machinery leases (sch. B9) 00 0 
Leases (Sch. 88) Building leases (sch. B9) 11m11m 9149 
Deferred taxes (noncurrent 
F8I'm real estate (sch. 83) 
Cooperative investment (sch. 86) 136020 71140 
portion - Sch. B10) 153525 175000 2166 
Contracts receivable 0 0 Cost Value 
Other o Total Noncurrent0 111044 113210 
Total Farm Liabilities Total Noncurrent Farm Assets 316729 401969 177737 216271 
Farm Owner EquityTotal Farm Assets 505213 327476 304112520tIS 
Tax basis Nonfarm Uabilities: 
Current: 
Nonf8l'm Assets: 
o Current:0 0 
M...ketable stock, bonds(86) 033750 37350 
o Noncurrent: 0 
Noncurrent: 0 0 0 ­
Retirement accounts 
Other 0 
97500 00 
o Deferred tax: nonfarm (B10) 36642Cash value of life ins. 
13()()() Accrued nonfarm income & s.s. tax 0Vehicles & household (85) 
2«J()() Total Nonfarm Liabilities 3664255000Nonfarm R.E. (Sch B7) 
252913o Total Liabilities0Other 
470390Owner Equity20215057750Total Nonfarm Assets 
723303Total Liab.&Owner Equity723303562963Total Assets 
I
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Schedule B1 • Breeding Stock 12/31/95 
Market Value Cost Value (undepreciated balance)
 
Numbei Description (type, age)
 Cost Value 
Purcha: edAnimals: 
3 
Cost (tax basis) per unit $!Unit Total 
1500(J-4 (~·93.1~) 2700 XXXXXXXX 500~ 
1&ft~) XXXXXXXX 11/00 11/00 
1 &/lle-.u 
10001000 
1620XXXXXXXX 162015001500 
0o XXXXXXXX 
()() XXXXXXXX 
()() XXXXXXXX 
()() XXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXX 4520Tola/ Purchased Animals: S200 
Base valuelUnlt
 
99
 
Raised Animals: 
~ 35100 XXXXXXXX 150 33150(J-4 
600 S400 XXXXXXXX 5SO 49509~ 
()() XXXXXXXX 
()() XXXXXXXX 
() 
Total Raised Animals 
() XXXXXXXX 
XXXX 40500 XXXXX 3nOO 
Schedule B2 • Machinery, EqUipment and Trucks 
I Market Value Cost Value (undepreciated balance)
 
Item
 Marl<.et Value Description Cost Value Description 
()6600714d4ot 1977 '7*S6()() 
63()()1919904c z>_ 331 'P~1993/-1 $1.200 S400z..t..t 
'P~ ;., 1993/-1 $1.()50 51751993 AM aut 5SOOS~ 
.. 
_di.,.,. 72100 32760!At 
Total 91200 Total 43335 
Schedule B3 • Farm Real Estate 
Owned: Description Acres Accum. Depr. Cost Value Est. Mkt. Val. 
Parcel1~ '7­
Orig. Cost 
160000 
()Residence 1 (owner occupied) 35000 1000035000 
()157 t17000Land 47000 
()10000Buildings 10000 
Improvements
... ()t17 12000 12000 
11000 1260016 S400e--u 
All other owner occupied residen las 
()94 S6000 95000 
l-.-/4) 
S6000'7-'-- '7c­
5S!() 19013 5700 
e--u ('--9 1994) 765 43353 5100 
S6()() S6()()~ lfl/-ld 1994) 4 
17500040175 155525Total 194400 
18Schedule 85 • Vehicles & Household 12/31/95 
Item 
Schedule B4- Supplies 
Market Value Make & Model Year Value 
Ma::hinery parts & supplies 13()()()200 1993~~1V"9M 
4fX)Fuel & oil 
2100Fertilizer & lime 
Sprays & chemicals 3200 
Seeds & plants 
Other crop supplies 300 
Vet & medicine 300 
Breeding 
Other Uvestock supplies 200 
Building & fence supplies 2300 
Hshid. Goods
 
Total
 9()()() ! Total 13000 
Schedule 86 • Stocks, Bonds and Other Securities 
Cost Value Current Market Value 
, Share Description Per Unit Total Per Unit Total 
Marketable· owned by farm 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Total XXXX 0 
Marketable· personal assets 
4!i() 75 33750 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
XXXX 33750 
13 37350 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'J111It 
Total XXXX 37350 
Cooperative Investments and Other Not Readily Marketable Securities 
5 2420 5 2420 
I ~ t}rqte ~ uwtifutu 
414 9-e-urStd 
101700 101700 56500 56500 
I ~ (}M/Ie /Wt••-e~ 19920 19920 
0 
24900 24900 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 -

0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
XXXX 7111/0136020XXXXTotal 
Schedule 87 • Nonfarm Real Estate 12/31/95 
pescription Title in Nam Date Acqu Cost/Basis Accum. Depr Cost Value Mkt. Value 
.tde~ &tuIM. 24000 0 24000 55000 
Total 24000 0 24000 55000 
. 
19 
Schedule 88 • Capital Leases 
Assumed 
Interest Payment 
Description of Item Rate Amount Date 
Livestock: 
No. of Payments 
Remaining Per 
on Lease Year 
Current 
Principal 
Balance 
Accrued 
Interest 
Portion of Principal 
Due with Due beyond 
12 months 12 months 
Machinery 
Total Livestoc 0 XXX)( XXX)( XXX)( 
Buildings 
7~'Jtte. 11.5 272 14t 
Total Machine 
53 12 
0 
11229 
XXXX 
105' 
XXX)( 
205'0 
XXXX 
9149 
Total Buildingc 11229 
Total All Leas 
XXXX 
105' 
XXX)( 
205'0 
XXX)( 
9149 
-
20
 Schedule 89 • Noncurrent Liabilities 12/31/95 
Current 
Purpose and/or Payment PrincipalInterest Accrued Due beyond 
To Whom 
Due within 
AmountSecurity Rate Date Balance Interest 12 months 
Notes: 
12 months 
9.5 1344 507135d 343 115'16 35'5'97~e,&d ?1ta~~ 
214 10d11 55'93 37 2020 35'73fk* 'DUlle {Ptdft 7'UIdM 
Total Notes xxxX 135'36 42770 
Farm RE Mortgage and Contracts: 
1fI1tII'lalUH/)·4,,h 9 635 ldt 415'';iIDHte 'laIUH 55753 2712 53041 
12 2003 7221 794 1137 605'42/1'l~'laIUH~'l~ 
XXXX 59125 
Total All Noncurrent Liab. 
35'49Total Real Estate Mortgages and Contracts 
XXXX1592 XXXX 
-

.'
 
I 'Schedule 10 • Deferred Taxes 12/31/95 21 
A. Deferred taxable income 
1. Market value of current assets IIK4K4 
2. Cash, checking & savings accounts 
3. Other nontaxable current assets (if any) 
4. Total nontaxable current assets 
5. Tax basis: Marketable stock 
(+) 
600() 
° 
° 
(-) 
6. 
7. 
Hedging account 
Livestock (feeder) ° 600() 
8. Tax basis of other current assets 
° 9. Total tax basis of current assets 
10. Total taxable current assets 
11. Accounts payable 
12. Accrued interest 
13. Accrued tax liability (deductible) 
14. Accrued rent & leases 
15. Other deductible current liabilities 
16. Total deductible current liabilities 
17. CURRENT DEFERRED TAXABLE FARM INCOME 
18. Total market value of noncurrent assets 
19. Nontaxable residence 
(+) 
(+) 
(+) 
(+) 
(+) 
(0) 
7600 
307K 
° 100 
° 
401969 
K()()()() 
(-) 
(=) 
(-) 
(=) 
600() 
1064K4 
lO77K 
95706 a 
20. Other nontaxable noncurrent assets 
21. Total value of noncurrent taxable farm assets 
(-) 
° 321969 
22. Cost (tax) basis of noncurrent farm assets 
23. Tax basis of nontaxable residence 
(+) 
(-) 
3K6729 
35000 
; 24. Cost basis of raised breeding livestock (-) 3K100 
25. Total tax basis of taxable noncurrent farm assets 
26. TOTAL NONCURRENT DEFERRED TAXABLE FARM INCOME 
27. Market value of farm real estate (+) 175000 
28. Tax basis of farm real estate (-) 153525 
29. Taxable income on residences (line 19 - line 23) (-) 45000 
30. Raised breeding livestock (+) 40500 
31. NONCURRENT FARM CAPITAL GAIN INCOME 
32. NONCURRENT DEFERRED FARM ORDINARY INCOME 
33. Nonfarm stocks & bonds (+) 37350 
34. Nonfarm real estate (+) 55000 
35. Retirement accounts (+) 97500 
36. Other taxable nonfarm assets (+) 
° 37. Tax basis of nonfarm assets (-) 57750 
38. TOTAL DEFERRED TAXABLE NONFARM INCOME 
(-) 
(=) 
(-) 
(=) 
313629 
K340 
16975 
-K635 b 
132100 
39. NONFARM ORDINARY INCOME (net gain on retirement accounts) 
40. NONFARM DEFERRED CAPITAL GAIN INCOME 
41. TOTAL DEFERRED TAXABLE ORDINARY INCOME (a+b+c) 
42. Current deferred tax 
(-) 
(=) 
97500 c 
34600 
IK4571 
-(line 17 95706 x rate 0.3K 3636K 
43. Noncurrent deferred tax 
(line 32 
(line 31 
-K635 
16975 
x rate 
x rate 
0.2K 
0.27 
(ordinary) 
(c. gain) 
-2417 
45K3 2166 
44. Nonfarm deferred tax 
(line 39 97500 x rate 0.2K (ordinary) 27300 
(line 40 34600 x rate 0.27 (c. gain) 9342 36642 
--
22Balance Sheet· End of This Year (Ending Balance) 
Nane 'J_..,,( ~1)~ as of 12/31/96 
Address IB4 ~ fJ-' 1CNt/. e--t. 11-11* 9i76S-1/821 ----..;......:.....----­
Assets Cost Value Market Value Liabilities Market Value 
Cash, checking & savings acets. 7200
 7200
 Accounts payable: 
Marketable stock, bonds (86) 2f)()2()19740
 Labor o Feed 0 
Hedging account equity 0 o Repair 1400 Fert. 2500
 
Accounts receivable
 771'24 771'24 0 0 
Livestock & poultry to be sold: Chem. 3500 Fuel· 400
 71'00 
Valueave.# $Iunit Notes payable within 12 moKind no. 
0.6 7.920600
 ~...., e.. a:..-1-I-1O/15. 9. 25
 641'0:e~ 22
 
0.6590
 K.~6 ~...., (3.. a:..-~ 10/1.9.024
 21'000'P.~ 
0.55' 2.1/86
 
0
 
4
 1050
:e~ 
Principal portion of longer 
0 11'1'52 11'1'52 term debt due within 12 mo. 
Tax basis Noncurrent debts: notes 645'0 197/1' 
Crops and feed: (sch. B9) mortgages 4240
 
Unit ValueItem auarn. $IUnit Capital leases (sch. 88) B32 
145
 95
 14725
 Estimated accrued interest on: tM4~ 
8()() 25
 7500
 Accts 42 Notl* 755
tM4e-Illt 
Noncurrent liab(B9) l5'9f0 
0 Capital leases (88) 1'1' 2413
 
0 Estimaled accrued taxes: 
Real estale & property tax 0 22225
22225
 0 
Employer payroll withhold 300
 
Cash invest. in growing crops: Accrued rent & lease prnts. 100
 
Acres Value Advance gov't receiptsCrop $IUnit 0 
2f)25 Othert/5 t/5 0 
0 
~ 
2025
 Deferred taxes (current 
Supplies (sch. 84) 
2025
 
!OSOO portion - Sch. B10) IOSOO 46337
 
Prepaid expense
 1500
 Accrued farm income and S.S tax 1500
 2950
 
o Total CurrentOther Cost ValUE 
Total Current Farm Assets 
0 
Farm Liabilities159666
 159946
 7t1403 120740
 
Noncurrent Farm Assets Noncurrent Farm Uabilities 
Notes and ~counts receivable o (Principal due beyond 12 mo.) 
Breeding stock: purchased 
0 
7500
 Notes payable (Sch. B9) 6110
 57970
 
raised 4OS50 42400
 0 
M~hinery (sch. B2) Mortgages: farm R.E. (B9) 67135
 !OSOO 541'1'5 
Livestock leases (sch. B9) 0 0 0 
M~hinery leases (sch. B9) 00 0 
Building leases (sch. B9) Leases (Sch. 88) 9/~ 9/~ 65'17 
Deferred taxes (noncurrent 
Fcnn real estale (sch. 83) 
Cooperalive investment (sch. 86) 139320
 f1540 
portion. Sch. B10) 175000
152625
 -14f 
Contr~ts receivable 0 Cost Valu 
Other 
0 
o Total Noncurrent0 119672
 119524
 
Total Noncurrent Farm Assets
 Total Farm Liabilitiest1153K9 42fJKf9 194075
 240264
 
Farm Owner EquityTotal Farm Assets Sl5055 55'0135 31'091'0 340571
 
Tax Basis Nonfarm Uabilities: 
Current: 
Nonfarm Assets: 
o Current:0 0 
MarXetable stock, bonds(86) 33750
 66150
 0 
o Noncurrent:Other 0 0 
Noncurrent: 0 0 0 ­
Retirement accounts 0 117400
 0 
cash value of Ufe ins. o Deferred tax: nonfarm (B10) 51164
 
Accrued nonfarm incom~ & s.s. tax Vehicles & household (B5) 10000
 150
 
Total Nonfarm LiabilitiesNonfarm R.E. (Sch B7) 24000
 55000
 51314
 
o Total Liabilities0 291571'Other 
Owner Equity 5371'07Total Nonfarm Assets 57750
 24f550 
1'2931'5Total Liab.&Owner Equity6321'05 1'2931'5Total Assets 
Notes to Balance Sheet (end of year) 12/91/96 
Operating Leases and Real Estate Rentals: 
Description of Property Acres Landlord/Lessor Type of Lease Expires Rent 
~~ 2 PtUdbte ~~L .••~~ f'Il44- f4J - f'Il44 1()();r-
Life Insurance: 
Insurance Company Beneficiary Type of Policy Face Value Cash Value 
1Kd.tqe PtUdbte 7_ 500. ()()() 0 
1Kd..tJle '7.u 7_ 500. ()()() 0 
Other Notes: 
7~~~~"U4t"~~~"'~.tk?' __ ?'~ 
S~ ~ vu_ed4t141t4. 
7u ~ ~tewedt4 ~ 011" 4eefUI4l "~~. 
7u Ie'-~ t4 ,. fJ"4fIe Ie'- UAd ,. 4MuIIt Ic4 ~ (ts CU'lC4 o! ~ .. 4() Ic4 ~J. 
7u ~ IIk4 f11J tk ~ t4 ~~. ,. eIN'~. ~ fIIre /J.ai4 f11J CNIC'J ,. 22 -tJ. 
!Jt:'r/M. .JI.J ~ tIM« ~~. 7u ~ f14~e«t (~ f4J .., ,. tad ~J 
t4 ~ "' tk f'Il44 o!~. P~ fIIre ~ .., 4U f14'f"'C11t4 "' tk lied t-
~~. ~ weewa4le f11J ~ MI4 "' tk 6t4tewed f'Il44 fIIre edbIucte« 
~ f""u4 fttIU/ I, ~~mH4. ~1Iu f11J tk fAI44 f'Il44 ~ fIIre e4ttwu1te« ~ 
tk ~ ... "' tk fAI44 f'Il44 IIIUut4 f14f1"'"14 ~~ tk f'Il44 f11J ~ ~. 
iJ4'It (4fI!t'J-"ttt, 2f) ~J o! tk 'IUd#4 f11J tk I4Ie o! ~ fIIre ~ "' tk ~ o! 
~~te4 • ,. 2f) f'Il44~' 1«t.JI.J fIIre ~ ,,""-c4 "' 6.5 ~. 7~ 
fllreut~~. 7u ~ fIIia f11J ~ U?tf(/te4te4 t4 SO. SO ~ 11 lit tk tuNe o! 
l44I/.e. 7114 ~ ,. 2f) ~~~ wte. ~~ o! ~te4 fIIre t4tU1t4te4 II4Ut9 
tk2f)~~wte. p~ ~ t4 ~.f4J to ~ o! U4t f4J te#ed tk /ad (tat 
f11J MId ~ -J41e ~ CNIC'J /We ~ " tk ~ e.«Ue4. 
23 
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Schedule B1 • Breeding Stock 121stl96 
Market Value Cost value ( undepreciated balance)
 
Numbe
 Cost (tax basis) per unit Total Cost Value
 
Purcha
 
Description (type, age, wi $/Unit 
led Animals: 
Sf)() 
4 &.t~ (t-.'96.1()()) 
I e- (t-. '99.110(0) 900 900 XXXXXXXX Sf)() 
900 9600 XXXXXXXX 610 2720 
I &If(~) 10001000 XXXXXXXX 1220 1220 
I &If(~) ZOOO XXXXXXXX 1170ZOOO 1170 
o XXXXXXXX 0 
o XXXXXXXX 0 
o XXXXXXXX 0 
Total Purchased Animals: XXXX 1500 XXXXX 6110 
Raised Animals: Base valuelUnit 
41 900 96900(J-I XXXXXXXX 150 94150 
550 5500 XXXXXXXX 55010 5500 
0 
~ 
o XXXXXXXX 0 
0 o XXXXXXXX 0 
0 o XXXXXXXX 0 
Total Raised Animals 4()350XXXX XXXXX42400 
Schedule B2· Machinery, Equipment and Trucks 
Mar1\et Value Cost Value (undepreciated balance) 
Description ~arket Valu Description Cost Value 
7'I4dM 
Item 
24000 26000e- 'J':lI'1Kc.t:r- 52Zf) 1'~1996. '21.000. 1~. S.t 112 
~t>_941 11500 1'~ 1996. '9.Sf)() etUi+ 5.~ 19650 
S,.,...".. 
~ 
4()251999 Aile 2t'Mt 4200 1'~ 1993. 11.505. 1~. S.t 112 
.... 6S6OO 24160".. ~ 
Total 10S3()() Total 61135 
Schedule B3 • Farm Real Estate 
Owned: Description Acres Orig. Cost iAccum. Depr. Cost Value Est. Mkt. Val. 
Parcel1~ 9_ 160000 
Residence 1 (owner occupied) 3500035000 0 10000 
157Land 41000 0 47000 
Buildings 10000 10000 0 
Improvements 
.IZOOO47 lZOOO 0 
131()() 
-
1100016 4200e--u 
All other 0lM'l8l' occupied residenc es 
9....9­ 94 56000 0 95000 
(f!--U) 
56000 
57()() 57()()19 0 
51()() 1215 9125e--u (~ 1994) 9 
~(~/994) 6600 0 66004 
175000152625Total 195400 42175 
-

" 
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Schedule B5 • Vehicles & Household 12/31/96 
Item 
Schedule B4- Supplies 
Market Value Make & Model Year Value 
Machinery ISts & supplies I()()()()1993ZOO !'''"'' ~~"9M 
300Fuel & oil 
2600Fertilizer & lime 
Sprays & chemicals 3700 
Seeds & plants 
Other crop supplies 300 
V.. & medicine 300 
Breeding 
Other Uvestock supplies ZOO 
Building & fence supplies 2700 
Hshld. Goods
 
Total
 Total I()()()() 
Schedule B6 • Stocks, Bonds and Other Securities 
Cost Value 
10300 
Current Market Value 
II Share Description Per Unit Total Per Unit Total 
Marketable - owned by farm 
I()()() ~ -;."u ~ 7_ ~ 9.17 19740 10.01 20020 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Total 19740 XXXX 20020 
Marketable· personal assets 
75 147 66150 
0 
337504SO 'I1:1It 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Total XXXX XXXX33750 66150 
Cooperative Investments and Other Not Readily Marketable Securities 
5 2420 5 2420414 9-f!-/It~ 
112000 112000 59ZOO 59ZOOI~~~ 
24900 24900 19920 19920 
0 
1 ~ tpf1e 'P--e~ 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
-
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
XXXX 11540XXXX 139320Total 
Schedule 87 • Nonfarm Real Estate 12/31/96 
Description !ritle in Namlpate ACql Cost/Basis Accum. Depr Cost Value Mkt. Value 
..tak~ &twra 24000 0 24000 55000 
Total 24000 0 24000 55000 
. 
26 
Schedule 88 • Capital Leases 
Assumed 
Interest Payment 
Description of Item Rate Amount Date 
Livestock: 
No. of Payments 
Remaining Per 
on LeasE Year 
Current 
Principal 
Balance 
Accrued 
Interest 
Portion of Principal 
Due with Due beyond 
12 months 12 months 
Machinery 
Total Livestoc 0 XXX)( XXX)( XXX)( 
Buildings 
7~'l«-. 11.5 272 14t 
Total Machine 
41 12 
0 
9149 
XXXX 
ff 
XXX)( 
2332 
XXX)( 
6f17 
Total Building~ 9149 
Total All Leases 
XXX)( 
ff 
XXX)( 
2332 
XXX)( 
6f17 
-
27
Schedule 89 • Noncurrent Liabilities 
Current 
Purpose Payment Principal Accrued Due within Due beyond 
To Whom and/or Security Interes Amount Date Balance Interest 12 months 12 months 
Notes: 
9.3 1124 65227 4305d 16545 41612~e,&d ~ 
11 lOti 3173214 25 16207~ 2253Pt*1)uw~ 
12 205 1511 76&ta 1553Pt*1)uw~
 7035
3'"' 
Total Note XXXX 19711 57970 
ges and Contracts: Farm RE Mortg 
9 635 14t 53041 391 2967~OMe'laIUH 50074'ifIJt'II 'lalUH(jrda 
12 2/12003 6014 669 1273 4111'l~'laIUH~'l~ 
54115XXXX 42t1OTotal Real Estate Mortgages and Contracts 
xxxx1591 xxxxTotal All Noncurrent Liab. 
-

.. 
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'Schedule 10 • Deferred Taxes	 12/31/96 
A. Deferred taxable income 
1. Market value of current assets	 159946 
2. Cash, checking & savings accounts	 7200 
3. Other nontaxable current assets (if any)	 (+) 0 
4. Total nontaxable current assets	 ( -) 7200 
5. Tax basis: Marketable stocks	 19740 
6. Hedging account	 (+) 0 
7. Livestock (feeders)	 (+) 6410 
8. Tax basis of other current assets	 (+) 0 
9. Total tax basis of current assets	 ( -) 26220 
10. Total taxable current assets	 (=) 126526 
11. Accounts payable	 7100 
12. Accrued interest	 (+) 2413 
13. Accrued tax liability (deductible)	 (+) 300 
14. Accrued rent & leases	 (+) 100 
15. Other deductible current liabilities	 (+) 0 
16. Total deductible current liabilities	 (-) 10613 
17. CURRENT DEFERRED TAXABLE FARM INCOME	 (=) /15143 a 
18. Total market value of noncurrent assets	 (+) 420119 
19. Nontaxable residence	 (-) 10000 
20. Other nontaxable noncurrent farm assets	 (-) 0 
21. Total value of noncurrent taxable farm assets	 340119 
22. Cost (tax) basis of noncurrent farm assets	 4/5319 
23. Tax basis of nontaxable residence	 (-) 35000 
24. Cost basis of raised breeding livestock	 (-) 40350 
25. Tatal tax bais of taxable noncurrent farm assets	 (-) 340039 
26. NONCURRENT DEFERRED TAXABLE FARM INCOME	 (=) 150 
27. Market value of farm real estate	 (+) 175000 
28. Tax basis of farm real estate	 (-) 152625 
29. Taxable income on residences (line 19 - line 23) (-) 45000 
30. Market value of raised breeding livestock	 (+) 42400 
31. NONCURRENT FARM CAPITAL GAIN INCOME	 ( -) 19775 
32. NONCURRENT DEFERRED FARM ORDINARY INCOME (=) -11925 b 
33. Nonfarm stocks & bonds	 66150 
34. Nonfarm real estate	 (+) 55000 
35. Retirement accounts	 (+) /17400 
36. Other taxable nonfarm assets	 (+) 0 
37. Tax basis on nonfarm assets	 (-) 57750 
38. TOTAL DEFERRED TAXABLE NONFARM INCOME	 110100 
39. NONFARM ORDINARY INCOME (net gain on retirement accounts) ( -) 1/7400 c 
40. NONFARM DEFERRED CAPITAL GAIN INCOME	 (=) 63400 
41. TOTAL DEFERRED TAXABLE ORDINARY INCOME (a+b+c)	 214311 
42. Current deferred tax 
(line 17 115143 x rate 0.4 
43. Noncurrent deferred tax 
46337 ­
-141 
5/164	 
" 
(Iine32 -11925 x rate 0.29 (ordinary) -5417
 
(Iine31 19775 x rate 0.27 (c. gain) 5339
 
44.	 Nonfarm deferred tax 
(line 39 117400 x rate 0.29 (ordinary) 34046 
(line 40 63400 x rate 0.27 (c. gain) 17111 
29INCOME STATEMENT 
FO( 12 month period ending 
Name 'J_ -' !!/.M f)-tIM­ fI/51/96 
Address ID4~ ~ i6.c. e--t. 11­~ 91765-49Z1 
Farm Revenue 
Crops & feed sold 
Cash sales 105650 (1s) 
Inventory change (Seh 11) fl25 (1b) 106m (1) 
Raised breeding 6vestock 
Cash sales: culled animals 2520 (2a) 
sold fO( breeding 5500 (2b) 
Quant 1nY8f1. change (Seh 12) ezso (2c) 
Gainnoss on sale of purchased 
brl8Cing stock (Seh 17) -17() (2e1) 95a' (2) 
Feeder 1Ystk. & poultry sold: 
Cash sales Sl44S (3a) 
Inventory change (Seh 11) 1111 (3b) 92692 (3) 
Milk, eggs & other products: 
Cash sales 0(4) 
Change in notes and sccts. 
receivable (Seh 11) 15924 (5) 
Custom work: cash 2910 (6) 
Gov't payments and patronage dividends: 
Cash received 
Changein ad\'. pmts. (Seh 11) 
1960 (7a)
°(7b) 1960 (7) 
Income from hedging trans. (Seh 13) 0(8) 
Other 55SO (9) 
Gross rewnue (add lines 1 thru 9) 114211 (s) 
Farm Expens.s 
Feeding IYstk. & poultry purch. 6410 (10) 
Feed purchased 41()() (11) 
Other cash oper. expo (Seh 14) m()() (12) 
Accrual expense adj. (Seh 15) ·2006 (13) 
Depreciation: 
Machinery & equipment fll()() (14a) 
FIXed farm improvements 1900 (14b) 
Purchased breeding stock 1410 (14c) 
Portion of eapitalleases tf)IO (14e1) 11190 (14) 
Total oper. expo (add lines 10 thru 14) 1()fN64 
Interest expo (Seh 16) 15409 
Total expenses 119119 (b) 
Net income from farm operations (a-b) 54991 (c) 
Gain or loss on: 
Disposal of machinery and RE (Seh 17) 1!5()() 
Base value change (Seh 12) 
°NET FARM INCOME 56191 
Farm income tax expense (seh. 19) 12992 
AFTER TAX NET FARM INCOME 49906 (eI) 
Nonfarm Income 
Operator & Spouses wage off farm (net of exp.) lOSlS (15) 
• 
Interest and cividends 
Gain (loss) on sale of nonfarm assets (Seh 18) 
615 (16) 
0(17) 
-
Other 0(18) 
NET NONFARM INCOME (add lines 15-18) 
Nonfarm income tax expense ( Seh 19) 
10990 (e) 
ISO (f) .. 
AFTER TAX NET NONFARM INCOME (e-f) lOI4() (g) 
Income before extraordinary iterrls 
Extraordinary items - nat of tax (explain) 
(d+g) 54146 (h) 
°(i) 
NET INCOME 54146 
30SCHEDULE 11 • ACCRUAL REVENUE ADJUSTMENTS 12/31/96 
Transfer Totals from Balance Sheet 
Beg. Inventory (-) End Inventory (+) Change (+ or-) 
Notes & accts receivable 62!J()() 77124 15524
 
Lvstk. & poultry to be sold 17665 11152 1117
 
Crops & feed
 21000 22225 1225
 
Advance gov't receipts 0 0 0 
SCHEDULE 12 • RAISED BREEDING LIVESTOCK INVENTORY CHANGE 
(b) (c) (d)
 
End Vlu.
 
(a) 
End of year 
Number Base V1u. wlo Base cost value 40350
 
End of
 Beg. of Change End costwlo 
Description YearYear (bxc) base change 403501 40350
 
150
 Beg. 01 year41
 34150
e­
10
 5SO cost value 31100
 
0
 
5500
~ 
0 0 o Change due 
0 to quantity 2250
0 0 0 
0 o Change due to0 0 
0 to base change 0 
Total 40350
 
SCHEDULE 13· HEDGING TRANSACTIONS INCOME 
Hedging account equity, from beginning balance sheet - $ 0 
Deposits dJring period - 0 
Withdrawals dJring period + 0 
Hedging account equity, from ending balance sheet + 0 
Income from hedging transactions +$ 0 
SCHEDULE 14 - OTHER CASH OPERATING EXPENSES (excluding interest, feed, 1
 
Hired labor (including all SS and other taxes, and employee benefits) $ 19100
 
Repairs - machinery & eqUipment 5900
 
Gas, fuel & oil 3900
 
Auto (farm share) 500
 
Custom machine hire 16100
 
Seed 500
 
Fertilizer & lime 4500
 
Chemicals 6400
 
Storage & custom drying
 
Crop supplies & other crop expense 3200
 
Breeding expense
 
Vet & medicine 1000
 
Uvestock supplies & other livestock expenses 500
 
Marketing & transportation expense 400
 
Repairs - building & improvements 1100
 
Rents & leases 100
 
Taxes (real estate & personal property) 6100
 
Insurance (property, liability, crop) 9100
 
-
Utilities (farm share) 100
 
Miscellaneous 9100
 
TOTAL OTHER CASH OPERATING EXPENSES $ moo 
31SCHEDULE 15 • ACCRUAL EXPENSE ADJUSTMENTS 12/Sl/96 
ASSETS 
Cash Inveslln growing crops 
Supplies 
.. Prepaid expenses
 
UABILITIES
 
Farm accounts payable
 
Accrued property & RE taxes 
Acer. employer payroll YttIldgs. 
Accrued rent & Ieae pmts. 
TOTAL 
Transfer Totals from Balance Sheet 
Beg. Inventory End Inventory Change (+ oro) 
+$ 
+ 
+ 
1575 
~ 
144 
-$ 
-
-
2025 
lOs()() 
15()() 
$ -4SO 
-IS()() 
-156 
-
-
-
-
1600 
0 
0 
100 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1100 
0 
S()() 
100 
$ 
200 
0 
S()() 
0 
-2006 
SCHEDULE 16· INTEREST EXPENSE 
Amount paid in cash or by renewal $ 14120 
Interest portion of capital lease payments 1114 
ACCNed Interest: 
Begiming of period - 9fJ11 
End of period + 2413 
~ustmentfor change in accrued interest + -595 
TOTAL INTEREST EXPENSE	 $ 15409 
SCHEDULE 17 GAIN/LOSS ON 
DISPOSAL OF MACHINERY, REAL ESTATE & PURCHASED BREEDING STOCK 
Securities & coop. Investments. 
Machinery & equipment 
Fixed assets 
TOTAL 
Purchased breeding stock 
Securities 
Fixed assets 
Other 
TOTAL 
Amount paid in cash
 
ACCNed Income and SS taxes:
 
Net Sale Price (+) 
+$ 15500 
25()()+ 
+ 0 
11()()()+ 
+$ 1630 
SCHEDULE 18· GAIN/LOSS ON SALE OF NONFARM ASSETS 
Beginning of period 0 
End of period ISO 
Change In accrued taxes + 
Current portion of deferred taxes: 
Beginning of period 
End of period 
Change in deferred taxes 
TOTAL INCOME TAX EXPENSE 
Gain or Loss 
(+ or -> 
0 
25()() 
0 
25()() 
-110 
Gain or Loss 
(+ or -> 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Farm 
163 
2100 
9969 
12932 
SCHEDULE 19 • INCOME AND SELF EMPLOYMENT (SOCIAL SECURITY) TAXES 
Nonfarm 
Net Sale Price (+) 
+$ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+$ 0 
$ 
Original Cost Less 
Accum. Depr. 
(cost value) (-) 
-$ 15500	 $ 
- 0 
- 0 
- 15500 
-$ 2400 $ 
Original Cost Less 
Accum. Depr. 
(cost value) (-) 
-$ 0	 $ 
- 0 
- 0 
-$ 0 $ 
0	 $ 
- ISO 
+ 29SO -
ISO	 + 
.. 
-
96361 
+	 46331
 
+
 
ISO 
12/31/96 
3041K2 
23696 
20.000 
-7146 
340571 
161 
340571 
592K 
334643 
32STATEMENT OF OWNER EQUITY 
Name 1,," 4IUt &tuIIr4 'De(!iaeuuu For year ending 
Address 1234~ (jred ieod. ~.1fea,1pt4 9K765-4321 
Farm owner equity, beginning of period 
After tax net farm income 43906 
Owner (Family living & nonfarm tax) withdrawals 
up to value of unpaid operator labor and mgt. 31200 
Nonfarm income (-) 10990 
Net Owner withdrawals (-) 20210 
Retained earnings (+) 
Capital contributions/gifts/inheritance received (+) 20000 
Capital distributions/dividends/gifts made (-) 0 
Other distributions (withdrawals in excess of Labor &mgt.) (-) 0 
Total change in contributed capital (+) 
Market Value Minus Cost Value
 
Beginning Ending
 
Item Balance Balance Change
 
Marketable stocks & bonds:
 
Farm (-) 0 (+) 2KO 2KO
 
Breeding stock: 
Purchased (-) 6KO (+) 1390 710 
Raised (-) 2400 (+) 2050 -350 
Machinery &equipment (-) 47K65 (+) 37465 -10400 
Coop. stock (-) -571KO (+) -577KO -600 
Farm real estate (-) 21475 (+) 22375 900 
Noncurrent deferred taxes (+) 2166 (-) -14K 2314 
Total change in valuation equity (+) 
Farm owner equity, end of period (-) 
Error 
Equity components: 
-
Farm owner equity (end of period) 
.' 
Total valuation equity· 592K (-)
 
Retained earnings/contributed capital
 
·Sum of ending ba.lance value above using signs (+ or -) as labeled. 
----
33STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
Name ')~ ..E/.tu. "[)~ For Year Ending _l..:.'2:..::1S1.....:/....:.~.::....'6 _ 
Address lt34~ ~~. t!--4.1t-11""" 91765-4321 
Cash Flows from Operating Activities 
Cash received from production and gov't payments (C1) 151125 
Cash production expenses paid (C2) (-) 104214 
Owner (family living) withdrawals S/200 
Income tax payments (farm) (+) 169 
Cash nonfarm income (-) 10990 
Net owner withdrawals (-) toS79
 
Net cash provided by operating activities 26461 a
 
Cash Flows from Investing Activities 
Cash received on sale of stock sold for breeding 
(IS line 2b and Sch 17) 5500 
Cash received on sale of machinery equipment (Sch 17) 
Cash received on sale of farm real estate (Sch 17) o 
Cash received on sale of farm bonds & securities 15500 
Total cash received from sale of assets 29500
 
Cash paid to purchase breeding stock (not feeder)
 
Cash paid to purchase machinery/equipment 97900
 
Cash paid to purchase farm real estate 1000
 
Cash paid to buy bonds & securities 91540
 
Total cash invested in assets (- ) 12240
 
Net cash provided by investing activities -51740 b
 
Cash Flows from Financing Activities 
Proceeds from operating loan advances (Sch C3) 94410 
Proceeds on new term debt financing (Sch C3) 97900 
Cash inflows from financing 71710 
Principal payments on term debt (Sch C3) 20067 
Cash repayment of operating debt principal 
(including repayment of CCC loans for
 
redeemed grain) (Sch C3) 96000
 
Principal payments on lease obligations 2010
 
Total debt repayment 51147
 
Dividends and withdrawals of equity capit~1 (+) o
 
Cash received from gifts, inheritances
 
and paid-in capital (-) 20000
 
Net cash capital withdrawals (+)
 
Cash outflows from financing
 91147 
Net cash provided by financing activities 99699 c 
Cash Flows from Reserves 
Cash, checking and savings account balance 
at the beginning of year (+) __6000_ 
Cash, checking and savings account balance -

at the end of year (-)
 
Net cash provided from reserves -1200 d
 
Error 161
 
a+b+c+d
 
Schedule C1 • Cash ~vecI from Fann Production & Gowmment Payment. 
Cash ..-IYecl on ..of craps lIIld flied (IS Une 18) /()$6$() 
Cash ..-IYecl on ..of 
cuIIlIcIlnecing livestock (IS line 2a and Sch 17) 4/SO 
Cash I'IIC8iwcI on ..of fBeder liY8stock 
lIIld poultry (IS Une 3a) S/4tIS 
Cash I'lIClIMId on..of rrilk, eggs 
lIIld other prockK:ts (IS line 4) () 
Cash ..-IYecl tom cusIDm work (IS line 6) 610 
Go¥emm8nt paynlIIlts ..-IYecl (IS line 78) /96() 
Net cash tom hed(;ng (Sch 13) () 
Other cash paynlIIlts nIC8iY8d (IS line 9) S$$() 
Cash nIC8iY8d tom firm pnxb:tion & govemm&nt payments 
Schaclule C2 • Cash Production Expan_ Paid 
Cash paid for alher op8I8ting ellpanS8S (IS line 12) moo 
Cash paid for fBeder livestock lIIld poultry (IS line 10) 
"'to 
Cash paid for flied purchased (IS line 11) 41(x) 
Interest paid in cash 0( I1IMWlII • for debt & leases (Sch 16) /6f»I 
Cash procb:tion eJP8IIMS paid 
Schaclule C3 • Financing Activity R..uha 
Beginning New End 
Principal Loan Principal 
Loan Balance Proceeds Balance 
Term Debt: 
() () () () 
.,1l'.oooI S<J71S Item 6S221 
""t'.-~ S!9S () sm 
""t'.-~ () fS(X) ISIt 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
'a1Jt.t?~ SS1SS () SS04l 
&R,"}.-­ 12ZI () 6014 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () () () 
() () fJ fJ 
fJ fJ fJ fJ 
Total $ S7S(X) $ 
Operating Loans: 
~e.1l'.oooI1-'-1l 6Of)() ""fJ "'to 
~e.Il'.oooI....., S()()()() "em Item 
() fJ fJ fJ 
Total $ S44lfJ $ 
3411/.1//96 
/St/IS 
/OtItl4 
Principal 
Repaid 
-

() 
/.1416 
/lO2() 
7/2 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
27/2 
".17 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
20067 
6Of)() 
S()()()() 
() 
S6CW 
----
35RATIO ANALYSIS 
Name 'I","" ~"De~ 
Address 1234 ~ eva ;r:~. ~. ?tew.~ 91765-4321 
12/31/95 12/31/96 
Liquidity 
Current ratio 1.15 1.32 
Working capital 15423 39206 
Solvency 
DebVasset ratio 0.42 0.41 
Equity/asset ratio 0.60 0.59 
DebVequity ratio 0.71 0.71 
Profitability Year Ending 12/31/96 
Assumed value of operator and family tabor and management 0 
(If zero is entered, family living expenses 0 S31.200 were used in the ratios shown below. 
Rate of return on farm assets 0.07
 
Rate of return on farm equity 0.07
 
Operating profit margin 0.22
 
Net farm income S$6.131
 
Repayment capacity 
Net Income from Operations 54331 
Nonfarm Income (+) 10990 
Depreciation expense (+) 11190 
Interest expense 1S409
 
Operating interest (-) 0
 
Interest on term debt and leases (+) 1S409
 
Family withdrawals (& nonfarm taxes) 31200
 
Income tax expense (farm) (+) 12932
 
Total withdrawals (-) 44132
 
Capital replacement and term debt repayment capacity 54195
 
Scheduled Actual Schedulec
 
12/31/95 12/31/96 12/31/96
 
Amount of noncurrent debt and lease payments 0 35416 0
 
Term debt and capital lease coverage ratio &ze 1.$4 &ze
 
Capital replacement and term debt repayment margin S54.795 $19.319 S$4.795
 
Financial Efficiency Year ending 12/31/96 
-
Asset trunover ratio 0.32 
.. 
Operational ratios
 
Operating expense ratio ·0.$0
 
Depreciation/amortization expense ratio 0.10
 
Interest expense ratio 0.09
 
Net farm income from operations ratio 0.31
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